
 

 

 

 

Support help  RU-AH 

with telescopic transport RU-AH-T 
For profile staves on machines 
 
The device assist to support profiles on the machines as double-mitre-saw, 
foil device, profile buffer, machining centers and so on, by one person alone. 
A overhead-conveyor-lifting of the profiles is not necessary. The down times 
of the workers will be reduced thru ergonomic operation. For heavy profiles 
the second worker will be saved. The efficiency of the following machine, 
where the profile be supported, be clearly added. 
The support-act can be perfectly aligned to condition by setting-up facility. 
Also the removal of section bars of the machine and the replacement in the 
profile range are possible. 
 

 
RU-AH in Ground position 

 



Operating mode: 

The worker moves the profile lying in the profile-pallet about 250 mm away against the operate-plate of the 
machine. The profile will be automatically lifted up to the height that is adjusted and after reaching that height 
be transported across the machine that be loaded. 

With enable automatic-mode the profile will be deposit on the machine directly. With out of gear automatic-
mode the profile be unexpended in the position, tell the worker keystroke the depositing of the profile on the 
machine. 

The worker must do the same motion in his side of the profile manual. The lift- and cross-transport-speed 
can be impartial from each other variable be adjusted.   

Your vantages: 
► The equipment can chanced by pivoting of the 

transportation band at 180° on the application 
left and right of the following machine. 

► The operating speed can be matched on the 
worker. 

► One person can deposit profiles of a weight 
from 60 kg on the machine or to an other 
profile-pallet. 

 

► The ergon,omic work impeded diseases of neck 
and back by not overhead-conveyor-lifting of the 
profiles. 

► The ways by supporting the profiles will be 
dearly shortened. 

► The efficiency of the following machine will be 
added. 

► Telescopic variant to placed on a solid machine 
bed is available. 

Equipment: 
► Speed-control of pneumatic lift-adjustment over rotary valve. (at RU-AH) 

► Speed control of electromotive cross-transport-adjustment over control dial. 

► Vertical Stop in C-profiles over clamp lever apposite adjustable, the height stroke from 
min. 360 mm to max. 1350 mm on the RU-AH and 500 mm to 1450 mm on the RU-AH-T 
over the floor is possible. 

► Cross catch in C-profiles over clamp lever 
apposite adjustable. The cross-transportation-
way can be on the RU-AH min.1200 mm to 
max.1950 mm. At the RU-AH-T the cross-
transportationway can be amount to max. 
2500 mm, including 1300 mm as telescopic 
extension. 

► Rotary device to chance the arrangement 
from left- and right working. 

► Moveable by 4 guide-rolls with stop. 

► Operator panel with 9 m long cable 
connection. For the different applications, 
various working modes can be set. 

 

 

Technical information: 

Typ Reference- 

Nr. 

Description Max. dimensions 

L x B x H  

weight 

RU-AH 10802000 standard Support help 1200 x 2350 x 1400 mm 170 kg 

RU-AH-165 10802-10 Support help with increased stroke up to 1650 mm 1200 x 2350 x 1700 mm 180 kg 

RU-AH-T 10802-30 Support help with telescopic transport 1200 x 1520 x 1400 mm  235 kg 
 
You want more information on 
our products ? 
 
 
Call , Fax oder eMail us! 

Ruchser GmbH 
Fensterbaumaschinen 

D-74336 Brackenheim (Meimsheim) 
Bahnhofstraße 49 
phone  (07135) 9827-0 
fax  (07135) 9827-15 
eMail     info@ruchser.com 
www.ruchser.com 

 

 

RU-AH-T in Ground position 
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